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THOUGHTS FROM OUR ECONOMICS TEAM

Since former US Treasury Secretary Hank Paulson explained his 
bazooka in 2008 (that merely having a strong weapon means 
you likely won’t have to use it), central bankers have grown more 
confident in their ability to “manage expectations.” Investors often 
welcome their actions to boost liquidity, boost the economy or just 
hold things together. Yet despite their size and influence, central 
banks do not perform magic. Such was this week’s lesson when 
the Swiss National Bank (SNB) announced that it would no longer 
maintain the “floor” value of the Swiss franc at 1.20 per euro (see 
Chart below).

As investors dumped the euro for the Swiss franc in 2011 (worrying 
about euro area “break up” risk), the safe-haven currency’s value 
surged. For a nation in which exports account for 54% of GDP, a 
more expensive Swiss franc threatened exporters and growth. So in 
September 2011, the SNB drew a line in the sand: the Swiss Franc 
shall not be worth more than 1.20 to the euro, it announced. Its 
bazooka—the pledge to buy any and all euros at that rate—was 
the key component.

In effect, the central bank stood ready to buy euros at an above 
market rate (i.e., the SNB chose to pay more than other market 
participants were willing to pay for euros). And investors were willing 
to take this generous offer: the SNB balance sheet grew to nearly 
CHF500 billion to accommodate investors’ desire to sell euros. As a 
share of GDP, the SNB’s assets climbed from 20% to 86%—much 
bigger than even the BoJ’s balance sheet as a share of its economy 
(see Chart on next page).

What did the SNB do with those freshly purchased euros? It “recycled” 
them back into euro area government bonds, such as German bunds 
and French government bonds. No doubt the purchases contributed 
to the scarcity of fixed-income securities in the euro area and, as 
a result, pushed yields to near zero and even below. The SNB also 
“diversified” its holdings into equities—buying more than 2,000 
different US stocks, for example. The SNB’s balance sheet became 
intertwined with global financial markets.

Flash forward to 2015. Despite dramatic actions from central 
banks, inflation is evaporating almost everywhere. Investors remain 

Source: Swiss Federal Customs Administration, EuroStat
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convinced that, at long last, the ECB will unveil a large scale asset 
purchase program to rival the best laid plans of the US Fed and the 
BoJ. Perhaps anticipating a renewed rush to sell euros, the SNB took 
the prudent step: it removed the sign on its window advertising an 
exchange rate of 1.20/EUR.

We can step back and think of the situation in another way: just 
consider the “trade” the SNB had in its portfolio. The SNB was 
absorbing the risk of a weaker euro in a Sisyphean effort to hold 
down the franc. As such, if the ECB were to pledge (once again) 
to do “whatever it takes” to cheapen the euro, the holders of that 
“put risk” would be the Swiss. Central banks, despite all their pomp, 
circumstance and jargon, are institutions in the global financial 
system taking on risks with the one hand (whether its duration risk, 
credit risk or currency risk) and issuing their own liabilities with the 

other. In the end, there may be a limit to their willingness or ability 
to assume risks—particularly in a complex, dynamic system like the 
world economy where other central banks’ actions impact your own 
and where losses from portfolio decisions may not be spread over 
millions of taxpayers (as is this case for the US Fed).

For investors, the choice by a major central bank to abandon a 
policy—particularly one seen as bold and rigid as the Swiss floor—
may spell an end to the low volatility period investors have enjoyed 
for several years. The prevailing view has been that investors “don’t 
fight the Fed,” for example. While we did not hear a similar mantra of 
“don’t fight the SNB,” there was widespread acceptance that central 
banks in their infinite wisdom could influence financial market 
expectations and therefore achieve some desired macro outcome. 
Continue to question this premise, we advise.
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SNB RAPIDLY EXPANDED ITS BALANCE SHEET TO KEEP THE SWISS FRANC UNDER VALUED. IN FACT, AS A SHARE
OF GDP, THE SNB WAS UNRIVALED


